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At the end of the seventies the Kyoto-school (Sato, Kashiwara, Miwa, Jimbo etc.) introduced so

called T-functions for several completely integrable systems like 

(1) the KP-hierarchy (see [13]) and 

(2) the systems which are obtained if one deforms linear ordinary differential systems in such a way 

that the monodromy of the system is independent of the deformation parameters, see [12]. 

In both cases "T-functions" were defined formally as the solutions of dlogT=w, where w was some 

specific exact differential form related to the system. In the examples these T-functions turned out to 

be equal, up to some invertible factor, to determinants of certain operators. However a general con

text relating the two cases remained obscure. 
Segal and Wilson showed in [16] how to obtain from each point of the Grassmann manifold of a 

separable Hilbert space a solution of the KP-hierarchy and to each such a point they associated a T

function which is in fact a Fredholm determinant. Moreover their functions satisfy a characteristic 

equation of the Japanese T-functions. Their construction of solutions of the KP-hierarchy also shows 

that the zero-set of the T-function forms an obstruction to an analytical continuation of the solutions 

to the whole parameter space. 
Here we want to discuss similar properties for the analogues in the second example of the equa

tions of the KP-hierarchy. The organization of this paper is as follows: the first paragraph contains a 

description of the Riemann Hilbert problem and its relation to the kind of questions treated here. In 

the second paragraph we introduce integrable deformations of rational linear ordinary differential 

equations on 1Jl>1(C). In particular we give a sufficient condition for the existence of such a deforma

tion and we show under which condition the connection form of the connection, which describes the 

deformation, can be brought in a reduced form. Certain coefficients of this reduced form are solutions 

of non-linear partial differential equations, which are the analogues of the equations of the KP

hierarchy. The main result of the next paragraph is the meromorphic continuation of these 

coefficients to the whole parameter space. In particular they are holomorphic on the complement of 

an analytic subvariety 0, which is locally described by the vanishing of a Fredholm determinant T. 

Under special conditions T can be defined globally. Finally we give in the last paragraph an interpre

tation of these T-functions in the context of the Grassmann manifold of 12(Z). 
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1. Preliminaries 

1.1. Before recalling the classical Riemann Hilbert problem, we introduce first some notations. 
Throughout this paper we denote the standard coordinate function which identifies P 1(C) with 
CU { oo} by x. Further, if Z is any complex connected variety then we write ~Z) fefthe universal 
covering space of Z. Since ~Z) is a fiberbundle over Z with fiber the fundamental group w1 (Z) of Z, 
there is a left action of w1(Z) on ~Z), which is denoted by a".". 

For the moment let X be P 1(C) and Y={bdbi EX, l~i~r, bi#=bj for i#=j}. H p is any p
dimensional complex representation of w1 (X - Y), then we introduce the following notion 

1.2. Definition A holomorphic function (>: ~-Y)~Glp(C) is called of type p if we have for all 
gEw1(X~Y) and all i in ~-Y) 

(>(g.i) = (>(i)p(g)-1 . 

1.3. Remark To such a(> one can associate the differential form O=dq,q,- 1 and the differential equa
tion 

One easily checks that 0 is defined over X-Y and we call p the monodromy of this differential equa
tion. 

Next we consider a certain growth condition for functions of type p around a singular point y in 
Y. Let B(y,t:) denote an open ball around y with radius t:, containing no other points of Y. 

1.4. Definition A function 0 of type p is called of moderate growth around y, if there is a B(y,t:) as 
above such that on each strip larg(t)l~N in ~B(y,t:)-{y}) we have an estimate 

for certain constants Kand M, depending of N. 

Remark The differential equation associated to q, is called Pfaffian or is said to have regular singulari
ties along Y if (> is of moderate growth around each point of Y. 

Example Examples of differential equations with regular singularities along { a1, ••• , 11n, oo} are the 
ones with a differential form looking like 

n A 
~-'-dx. 
i=l x-lli 

However not all of them have this form, see e.g.[11]. 

1.5. Oassical Riemann Hilbert problem : For any finite-dimensional complex representation of 
w1 (X - Y), find a (> of type p, which is of moderate growth around each point of Y. 

Remark It is possible to translate this problem into a boundary value problem on a closed contour in 
P 1(C), see e.g. [l]. 
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1.6. Next we describe how this problem can be generalized to several complex variables. We take for 
X now a complex connected variety and for Y a complex smooth subvariety of X of codimension one. 
If p is a p-dimensional complex representation of '171 (X -Y), then one introduces for holomorphic 
functions : ~-Y)~Glp(C) the notion of being of type pas above. As in (1.3) one associates to such 
a Cl> a differential form and a set of differential equations of which Cl> forms a fundamental solution 
matrix. The conditions under which this system is Pfaffian are more involved and we .refer to [5] for 
more details. Once more we can pose the question if there exists for each complex representation p of 
'171 (X - Y) a Cl> of type p with a Pfaffian associated system of differential equations. This is the 
Riemann Hilbert problem such as it was formulated and solved for certain X in [6]. 

1.7. To get an idea of the crucial matters involved it is good to consider the problem from a wider 
perspective. This was done by Deligne in [3]. There he gave a base-free description of ordinary linear 
differential equations on a complex connected variety Z which possess locally at each point a funda
mental solution matrix. He considers pairs (E, V'), consisting of a flat holomorphic vectorbundle E 
over Z, of rank p, and an integrable connection V' of the sheaf of holomorphic sections E of E, which 
we call shortly an integrable connection of E. Next he observes that there is an equivalence between 
the following categories 

{

pairs (E, V'), with E a flat holomorphic } {sheaves over Z, which are locally } 
vectorbundle over Z of rank p and ~ isomorphic to the constant 

V' an integrable connection of E sheaf CP 

1.8. 

This correspondence is obtained by taking the subsheaf of E consisting of the horizontal sections of 
V', which is locally constant of rank p thanks to the C::auchy theorem. Further we have an 
equivalence between the categories 

1.9. {
sheaves over Z, which are locally isomorphic } ~ {p-dimensional complex } 

to the constant sheaf CP representations of '171 (Z) 

The correspondence takes here the following form : given a sheaf F over Z, which is locally iso
morphic to CP, then one can show that '171 (Z) acts linearly on the fiber over some basepoint in Z and 
this gives you a p-dimensional complex representation of '171 (Z). Deligne also introduced in [3] the 
notion of an integrable connection with regular singularities. It agrees for the case X=P1(C) with the 
one introduced above. Notations being as in (1.6), then one formulates the Riemann Hilbert problem 
in terms of connections as follows : 

1.10. The Riemann Hilbert problem given a finite-dimensional complex representation p of 
'1T1(X-Y), find a trivial holomorphic vectorbundle E over X and a connection V' of EIX-Y such that 
the monodromy of the correponding system of differential equations is p and that it has regular singu
larities along Y. 

In view of (1.8) and (1.9) we see that in order to solve it we have to look for pairs (E, V') as in (1.8) 
which extend suitably. This kind of question one naturally meets in the next paragraph. We end this 
paragraph with a few definitions. Let X and Y be as in (1.6) and (E, V') as in (1.8). 

1.11. Definitions (i) We say that V' is meromorphic over X if there exists for each point of X a neigh
bourhood U and a trivializing basis of sections of EIU such that the connection form of V' with 
respect to this basis is meromorphic on U. -
(ii) We say that V' has a logarithmic pole over Y if there exists at each point of Y a set of local coordi
nates (xi. ... , Xn) such that Y is locally given by the equation x1 =O and such that the connection 
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form n of \7 with respect to the {xi j I,,,,.;;;i,,,,.;;;n} has the form 

where the Ai are all holomorphic on the whole coordinate patch. 

2. Integrable deformations 

2.1. We start with an ordinary meromorphic linear differential equation over IP' 1(C}, i.e. a system of 
the form 

2.2. 
- { [ [ A£i l o _ _1 l } dY - ~ ~ 01 +~A001X- dx Y, 

Jo;;;;k.;;;m 1;;.1 (x-ak) J;;.o 

where A£i and A~1 are complex pxp- matrices and A£i =A~1 =O for sufficiently large I. In deform
ing this differential equation one arrives naturally at systems of differential equations in several com
plex variables. As we have said in the preliminaries a proper way to formulate them if one wants to 
make global statements is the framework of connections. Hence we formulate our starting point also 
in these terms and then it comes down to the following data: 
(i) A trivial holomorphic vectorbundle E0 over 1Jl11(C) of rank p, 
(. ") difli t . t 0 0 • c d n m eren porns ai.······ am m an 
(iii) a connection \7° of E0 j1P'1(C)-{ aY, ... ,a~, oo }, which is meromorphic over IP'1(C). 

Now the kind of deformations of the pair (E0
, \7°) that we are going to consider are intuitively 

speaking based on the idea to "move" in some way or another the poles (aY, ... , a~) of \7°. To be 
more precise, 

2.3. Definition An integrable deformation (E, \7) of the pair (E0 , \7°) consists of the following 
ingredients: 
(i) the deformation space T, a complex connected paracompact variety, 
(ii) the deformation functions, which are holomorphic maps 3,j:T~C, I,,,,.;;;i,,,,.;;;m, such that 3i(to)=a? for 
some base point to in T and for all i, I 
(iii) a holomorphic vectorbundle E over X=IP'1(C) xT of rank p and 
(iv) an integrable connection \7 of EIX-Y, meromorphic over X, such that the restriction of (E, \7) to 
IP'1(C)x{to} is isomorphic to (E0,\7°). Here Y is the singular set associated to the moving of the poles 
{aY, ... ,a~}. More precisely, Y=T1 U · · · UTm UT00 , where the Ti and T00 are given by 

Ti={(x, t)jxEC, tET, x=3,i(t)} and T00 ={(00, t)jtET}. 

The reason that we consider only integrable \7 is that the analogue in the present situation of the 
equations of the KP-hierarchy is the set of integrability conditions for the connection form n of \7. 
Moreover in order that (E, \7), with \7 not necessarily integrable, could be a solution to a Riemann
Hilbert problem as desribed in (1.10), it is necessary that the local differential equations correspond
ing to it, are solvable, in other words that \7 is integrable. 

Let i be the embedding of IP' 1(C) into X given by ~(x, to). By restricting it to IP' 1(C)
{aY, ... ,a~,oo }, it induces a natural homomorphism i" from ?T1(1P'1(C) -{aY, ... ,~,oo}) to ?T1(X-Y). 
The deformation will be called isomonodromic if i* is an isomorphism. 

Next we consider the question, given T, to, and the 3,j, does there exist any integrable deforma
tion of (E0

, \7°) with these data? If one tries to construct a desired deformation, one can meet topo
logical obstructions. For, according to (1.8) and (1.9) (EjX-Y, \7) would correspond to a p-dimensional 
representation of ?T1(X-Y) and since its restriction to IP' 1(C)x{to} has to be isomorphic to (E°,\7°), 
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the composition of this representation with i* should give you a representation isomorphic to the one 
corresponding to (E° I P 1(C)-{a?, ... ,a~,oo }, \7°). Already in one of the simplest examples this can 
go wrong. Let me illustrate this: take T=Cm and for Iii the projection on the ith-coordinate. Write p1 
for the projection: X-Y.~C, given by p1((x, t))=x. Then the fiber over x is equal to (C-{x})m. 
Hence (X-Y, C, pi) is a fiberbundle and since the base space is contractible, the long exact sequence 
of homotopy groups tells us that '1T1(X-Y) is isomorphic to zm. Since 7r1(P1(C)-{at,::.,a:!i,oo}) is 
equal to the free group on m generators, any (E0

, \7°) corresponding to a non-commutative represen
tation of '1T1(P1(C)-{a?, ... ,a~,oo}) does not permit a deformation by cm of the desired kind. 

From the foregoing example it will be clear that in general one cannot let happen such catas
trophes like coinciding of the poles. Hence it is natural to require from now on that the deformation 
functions satisfy the following 

2.4. Assumption : 8i(t):F8j(t), for all i and j, i:Fj, and for all t in T. 

However, under this assumption the same phenomenon can happen still. Consider namely the projec
tion p2:X-Y-7T, given by Pi((x,t))=t. The fiber overt is equal to C-{a1(t), ... ,~(t)}, hence (X-Y, T, 
Pi) is a fiberbundle and we have the following long exact sequence 

·* 
2.5. 1 

· · · -7 7T2(T)-7 '1T1(P1(C)-{a?, ... ,a~,oo})-7 '1T1(X-Y)-7 '1T1(T)-7 1 

Hence, if '1T2(T):Fl, the deformation does not have to exist. If this condition is fulfilled, then the next 
question that arises is: can the p-dimensional representation of '1T1(P1(C)-{aY, ... ,a~,oo}) be extended 
to a p-dimensional representation of '1TJ (X - Y)? This is for sure possible if the sequence (2.5) splits at 
the end, a case which occurs if you take T of the form T0 xTI> with T0 simply-connected and the Iii of 
the form bi0 Po, where Po is the projection onto To given by Po((to, ti))=to and the bi functions on 
T0 • Hence we avoid this kind of obstructions if we make the following 

2.6. Assumption : the deformation space T satisfies '1T2(T) = '1T1 (T) = 1. 

2.7. Example In this section we give an example of a non-trivial deformation space, which satisfies 
both assumptions and which occurs in [14] and [15]. Let Z. be the space 

cm- LJ Dij• withDij={(xk)ECm,xi=xj}· 
i~j 

J..:i,j..:m 

We take as a deformation space the universal covering 'i)l(Z) of Z and as deformation function Iii the 
composition of the natural map '3l(Z)-7Z and the projection on the ith-coordinate. Clearly 
'1T1('3l(Z))= 1. Since 'i)l(Z), together with the natural projection: '3l(Z)-7Z, is a fiberbundle over Z with 
fiber '1T1 (Z), the long exact sequence of homotopy groups tells you that '1Tk('i)l(Z)) is isomorphic to 
'1Tk(Z) for all k;;;a.2. Now Faddell and Neuwirth have shown in [4] that for all k;;;a.2 

where (S1 )r denotes the disjoint union of r copies of the unit circle S1. Hence 'i)l(Z) is contractible. 
The space 'i)l(Z) possesses still another useful property, namely it is Steinian. For Z is the complement 
of the zero-set of an analytic function on cm, so it is Steinian (see [7]) and according to [17] every 
unramified covering of a Stein space is again a Stein space. By a theorem of Grauert [8] every holo
morphic vectorbundle over a Stein space is trivial if and only if it is topologically trivial, hence all 
holomorphic vectorbundles over 'i)l(Z) are trivial. 
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2.8. Remark In [12] they consider deformations which preserve the monodr9my, but they work in 
local coordinates. For simplicity, I will only discuss their deformations of the poles over an open sub
set T of cm. The only condition they put on T is assumption (2.4) and one does not meet any of the 
conditions w2 (1) = 1 or w1 (1) = 1 in their work. The outcome of their manipulations reveals the draw
back of working in local coordinates, for a requirement to get a monodromy-preservip.g--deformation 
is its integrability! Therefore a part of their deformations simply do not exist. 

2.9. Next we show that the conditions (2.4) and (2.6) are sufficient to be able to construct integrable 
deformations. Let T, 3.i and to be as in (2.3)(i) and (ii), then we have 

2.10. Theorem Under the assumptions (2.4) and (2.6), there exists an integrable deformation (E, \J) of 
(E0, \Jo) with T as its deformation space, with the 3.i as deformation functions and to as base point. 
Proof First one constructs (E,\J) on X-Y. From (2.5) we know that i* is an isomorphism. Hence the 
p-dimensional comglex representation of w1(1P'1(C)-{a?, ... ,a~,oo}) corresponding to the pair 
(E0 1P1(C)-{a?, ... ,am,oo }, \1°) ~duces one of w1(X-Y). According to (1.8} and !1.9), it determines a 
holomorphic flat vect9rbundle E over X-Y and an integrable connection y of E, such that the hor
izontal sections of \J correspond to the locally constant sections of E. As in the case oJ ,!he 
Riemann-Hilbert problem, the crucial point is now the construction of a suitable extension of (E, \J). 
This will be done on disjoint open neighbourhoods of the components of Y. First we introduce some 
notations. For each tin T, we set 

D(t)={xEC, lxl< min l3.i(t)~<ij(t)I} andD00 (t)={xEIP'1(C), lxl > 4 max 13.i(t)I}. 

l~i,J...:;;m l~i~m 

i¥:j 

Now let V(i) resp. V( oo) be the neighbourhoods of Ti resp. T 00 defined by 

V(i)={(x,t)EIP'1(C)xT, XE3.i(t)+D(t)nD(to)} and V(oo)={(x,t)EIP'1(C)xT, xED00 (t)nD00 (to) }. 

Clearly they are disjoint and under the projection (x,t)~t" the V(i)-Ti and V(oo)-T00 map onto T, with 
the fiber oft being equal to resp. 3.i(t)+{(D(t)nD(to))-{O}} and {(D00 (t)nD00 (to))-{O}}. Hence 
w.r.t. this map they are fiberbundles with base space T and fiber D(to)-{O} and from the long exact 
sequence of homotopy groups and (2.4) and (2.5) we conclude that i" induces an isomorphism 
between w1(3.i(to)+(D(to)-{O}) resp. w1(D00 (to)-{O}) and w1(V(i)-Ti) resp. w1(V(oo)-T00 ). 

For l~i~m, let pi:V(i)~a?+D(to) be defined by Pi(x,t)=x-3.i(t)+a?. Consider now on V(i) 
the trivial holomorphic vectorbundle & obtained by "pulling back" through Pi the bundle 
E0 I a?+ D(to). Let flP be the connection form of \Jo w.r.t. the trivializing sections (ei. ... ,t;i). One 
defines the connection \Ji of & I V(i)-Ti as the connection whose connection form w.r.t. the 
(p;(e1), ... ,p;(~)) is p;(n°). Clearly \Ji is integrable, it is meromorphic over V(i) and the restriction of 
(!;,\Ji) to a?+ D(to) through i is isomorphic to (E0 I a?+ D(to), \1°). Since Pi~ is the id~tity on 
a?+ D(to), one easily sees that the mon~dromy repJesentations of (El V(i)-Ti> \J) and 
(!;I V(i)-Ti> \Ji) are the same. H~ce_ the pairs (EI V(i)-Ti> \J) and(!; I V(i)-Ti> \Ji) are isomorphic 
and in this way we have extended (E, \J) to X-T 00 • 

Finally we take the projection p00 : V(oo)~D00 (to) defined byp00 (x,t)=x and consider as above 
the pull-back (E00 ,\J00 ) of (E0 ID00 (to),\J0 ). Then \1 00 is integrable, it is meromorphic over V(oo) 
and the restriction of (E00 , \J 00 ) to Dct;L(to) through i !_s isomorphic to (E0 I D 00 (to), \1°). Moreover the 
same argument as above shows that (EIV(oo)-T00 ,\J) is isomorphic to (E00 IV(oo)-T00 ,\J00 ). This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
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2.11. Remarks(i) From the construction given above one deduces directly that if \7° had a loga
rithmic pole at infinity, i.e. A~1 =O for all l;;;;a.O, then the constructed integrable deformation has a log
arithmic pole along T 00 • 

(ii) Let (E, \7) be an integrable deformation of (E0, \7°) as constructed in theorem (2.10) and let U be 
an open non-empty subset of T, containing to, such that EllP>1(C)xU is trivial and such that 
771(U)= I. . As we will see in (3.7)(i) such sets exist. We denote a set of trivializing sections of 
EllP>1(C)xU by (f1>···,fp) and for the rest we will use the notations of the proof of theorem (2.10) for 
the deformation space U. The construction given above shows that the connection form 0 of \7 w.r.t. 
the (f1>···•fp) has on each V(i) the form 

{ 
Au(t) } 

O= ~ 1 d(x-ai.) + "'i> 
1;;.1 (x-a;_(t)) 

where "'i is holomorphic on V(i) and where the pxp-matrices Au are holomorphic on U, satisfy 
Au =O for sufficiently large I and Au(to)=Aft for all l (see (2.2)). H we introduce the matrix-valued 
differential form Or by 

{ { 
Au(t) } } Or= ~ ~ d(x-a;_) , 

1.;;;i.;;;m 1;;.1 (x-a;_(t))1 

then 0 00 =0-0r is holomorphic on CxU and meromorphic over 1?1(C)xU. Hence 0 00 depends poly
nomially on x and is holomorphic in t. In particular, if \7 has a logarithmic pole along T 00 , then 0 00 

does not depend on x. In this last case 0 00 is the connection form w.r.t. (f1 I U, ... , fp I U) of an integr
able connection \7(00) of EIU. To see that \7(00) is integrable we first note that it is a local question. 
Hence we may assume that we have local coordinates tI> ... , tk on U. For uniformity sake we 
denote the coordinate x by to and we write ai for the differentiation w.r.t. ~- Then we have for 
Or and 0 00 the decompositions 

k k 
Or= ~ Fj(to, ... , tk)d~ and 0 00 = ~ Cj(t1, ... , tk)d~, 

j=O j=O 

where the q are holomorphic on U, Co=O and the Fj have the property that for allj;;;;a.O and all l;;;;a.l 

lim Fj(to, ... , tk) = lim a1Fj(to, ... , tk) =O. 
to~oo to~oo 

Let [A,B] be the commutator of two matrices A and B. Then the integrability conditions for 0 are 
given by the system of equations 

2.12. 

with O:s;;;i,j=s;;;k. Consider now those equations with i;;;;a. l and j;;;;a. l and let to tend to infinity, then the 
limit behaviour of the Fj stated above gives us the integrability conditions for 0 00 • 

Because of the integrability of \7(00) the system dS=-S000 is locally solvable and since 
771(U)={l}, there exists a holomorphic S:U~Glp(C) such that dS=-S000 • Moreover we may assume 
that S(to)=id. With respect to the basis of trivializing sections (S(f1), ••• ,S(fp)) the connection form of 
\7 ( oo) gets the following form 
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2.13. 
{ { 

Bu(t) } } I: I: l d(x-8i) • 
l<;;;i,.;;m l;;.1 (x-8i(t)) · 

It will be shown in (3.12) that the Bu extend meromorphically to T. The integrability conditions for 
this reduced form are a system of non-linear differential equations in the unknown BJI.'---These equa
tions depend rationally on x and by equating the coefficients of equal powers of (x-8i(t))- 1 on both 
sides of (2.12) one arrives at a set of x-independent equations for the Bu. They form the analogue of 
the non-linear equations, which form the KP-hierarchy. To give some idea of what kind of equations 
one gets in this way, we illustrate this with an example. We take T and the 8i as in example (2. 7) and 
we assume that \l has a logarithmic pole along Y, i.e. Bu =O for all I;;;;i.2 and for all i. Then the 
integrability conditions reduce to the so-called "Schlesinger-equations" : 

(iii) The integrable connection \1( oo) constructed iii the preceding remark exists under weaker 
assumptions than the ones required over there. I want to discuss that in this remark. First we assume 
that the deformation space T is such that there is an open neighbourhood W(oo) of T 00 , with 
W(oo)nY=T00 , satisfying EjW(oo) is trivial. Such a W(oo) always exists if EIUxT is trivial, where 
U is an open neighbourhood of oo in P 1(C). This condition is surely fulfilled if T is a contractible 
Stein space. In W(oo) we consider open sets of the form B(oo)xW with B(oo) an open neighbourhood 
of oo in P 1(C) and Wan open part of T with the coordinates t1' ... , tn. Assume now that on each 
B( oo )-{ oo} x W the connection form of \l has the form 

n 

Mo(x,tl> ... , tn)dx + ~Mj(X,t1> ... , tn)d~, 
j=I 

with all the Mj, j;;;;i.I, holomorphic on B(oo)xW. As we have seen above this is the case if (E,\l) is an 
integrable deformation as constructed in theorem (2.10) with a logarithmic pole along T 00 • To the 
differential form 

n 

~Mj(oo,t1' ... , tn)d~ 
j=I 

corresponds a connection \l(oo,W) of El{ oo }xW and as in remark (2.ll)(ii) one shows that it is 
integrable. Finally all the \1( oo,W) compose to an integrable connection \1( oo) of El{ oo} xT. 

3. 'f -functions 

3.1. Let (E, \1) be an integrable deformation of (E0
, \1°). Following [14), we consider the subset 0 

of T, where the deformed bundle is no longer trivial, i.e. 

0={titET, EIP1(C)x{t} is non-trivial} 

The properties of 0 which we will need are gathered in the following 

3.2. Proposition (i) e is an analytic subvariety of T. 
(h) Let e* be the sheaf of holomorphic invertible functions on T. Assume that there are open sets 0 1 and 
0 2 in P 1(C) such that EI01 xT and EI02 xT are trivia~ where 0 1 U02=P1(C) and 
0 1 no2 :::J {xEP1(C), lxl=J}. If moreover H1(T,0*)=0, then there exists a holomorphic map T:T~C 
such that the zero-set of T is equal to 0. In particular T can be chosen such that it is a Fredholm 
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determinant. 
(iii) EllP1(C)xT-0 is trivial if and only if El{ oo }xT-0 is trivial. 

Proof of (i) We first reduce the triviality condition to the solvability of a Riemann-Hilbert boundary 
value problem. Choose p1 and P2 such that O<p1 <I <P2 and set 

Let Ube any non-empty open subset of T such that EID1 xU and EID2 xU are trivial. Such subsets 
exist since EllP1(C)x{t-O} is trivial. Take sections (f1, ••• , fp) of EID1 xU and (g., ... , gp) of 
EID2 xU, which trivialize these bundles. There is a holomorphic map S from D 1 nD2 xU to Glp(C) 
which expresses the {fi} into the {gj}· Now EllP 1(C)x{t}, tEU, is trivial if and only if there are 
holomorphic maps S+(t):D2-+Glp(C) and S_(t):D1-+Glp(C) such that for all xED1 nD2 

3.3. S(x,t) = ( S_ (t)(x) )-IS+ (t)(x) 

For convenience sake, we may moreover assume that S_(t)(oo)=id. Our next step will be to give an 
analytical description of the solvability of this boundary value problem. 

Let X be the Hilbert space consisting of the direct sum of p copies of L 2(S1) and write ~ for the 
subspace 

For fixed t, multiplication by S(-,t) determines a bounded isomorphism§ (t) of X, whose decomposi
tion with respect to ~EaX{f- is denoted by 

3.4. 
[
a(t) b(t) l 

§(t)= c(t) d(t) . 

The triviality condition can be expressed in term of these operators as follows 

3.5. Lemma S(-,t) has a decomposition (3.3) if and only if a(t) is invertible. 

Proof of the lemma: From [2] page 61, we know that S(-,t) possesses a so-called Wiener-Hopf factori
zation 

3.6. S(x,t)= (s-(t)(x) )-I diag(xm' , ... ,xm.)S+(t)(x), 

where S_(t) and S+(t) are holomorphic maps from D1 resp. D2 to Glp(C) and diag(xm' , ... ,xm.) is a 
diagonal matrix with entries (3ijx111;), mj EZ, mj+I o;;;;mj. The factors in the right hand side of (3.6) 
determine each a bounded automorphism of X. Their decomposition with respect to ~ EaX{f- is given 
by respectively 

[
a_ OJ [a/3] [a+b+l c_ d_ ' y 3 and 0 d+ · 

Hence a(t) is equal to a_aa+ and the invertibility of a(t) is equivalent to that of a. It will be clear 
that this last fact holds if and only if mi = 0 for all i and the lemma is proved. 
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3.7. Remarks(i) Since S(x,t) depends holomorphically of t, the same holds for a(t). Now a(t) has a 
convergent power series development around any point and the invertibility of such a series is deter
mined by that of its constant term, hence the invertibility of a(t) is an open condition and if U is an 
open subset of T as in the beginning of ,!he proof of the proposition then we denote the non-empty 
open set {uluEU, a(u) is invertible} by U. 
(ii) One has a concrete expression for S+(t)(x) in terms of a(t). Namely, if we define ~+{t) by 

~+ (t)(x) = a(t)- 1 (8ij), 

where a(t)- 1 acts on the pxp-identity matrix aij by its natural action on the columns, then ~+(t) is 
holomorphic on a neighbourhood of {xlxEP1(C), lxlo;;;;;I }. By definition we have 

S(t,x)~+ (t)(x) =id+ ~-(t)(x), 

where ~-(t) is holomorphic on a neighbourhood of {xlxEP1(C), lxl;;a.I } with ~-(t)(oo)=O. Since 
constants are the only holomorphic functions on P 1(C) we get 

S+ (t)~+ (t)=S_ (t)(id + ~-(t))=S-(t)( oo )(id+ ~-(t)( oo ))=id. 

(iii) The decomposition (3.3) furnishes us a set of sections {h1> ... , hp} that trivialize EIP1(C)xiJ. 
We can take namely for all i, Io;;;;;io;;;;;p, 

(iv) From (3.8) one sees directly that a(t) is a Fredholm operator of index f mi. By applying a 
i=1 

Wiener-Hopf factorization to the transposed of S(x,t) one gets that d(t) is Fredholm too. Later on we 
will need that b(t) is a nuclear operator. Since P is finite-dimensional, it will be sufficient to prove this 
for b+. 
(v) HU is connected then the index of a(t) is constant on U and from the first remark we may con
clude that it is zero everywhere. 
After these remarks we continue the proof of proposition (3.2). Let u be any point in U. First we 
note that on a neighbourhood V of u the following holds 

3.8. There is a holomorphic map q from V to the bounded invertible operators on '.J<Q such that for 
all tin V, a(t)q(t)- 1-id is finite-dimensional. 

This is easily seen as follows: since the index of a(u) is zero, there exists a finite-dimensional operator 
k in End('.JC') such that a(u) + k is invertible. One can take e.g. an isomorphism between the kernel of 
a(u) and some complementary subspace of the image of a(u) and compose it with the projection on 
the kernel of a(u). For all t sufficiently close to u, we have then 

a(t)(a(t)+k)- 1 =id-k(a(t)+k)- 1, 

what shows the assertion. According to [9] any operator of the form id+ A, with A a finite
dimensional operator in End('.J<Q), is invertible if and only if its determinant is non-zero. Here the 
determinant of id+ A is defined by 
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00 

3.9. det(id+A)= 1 + ~Trace(/\A). 
r=l 

Therefore, locally, the points where a(t) is invertible are completely characterized by 
det(id-k(a(t)+k)- 1)=#) and this shows that 0 is an analytic subvariety of T. 

3.10. Remark It is possible to define the determinant for a wider class of operators, namely for those 
of the form "identity + trace-class". This is done by first giving sense to all the factors occurring in 
the sum in the righthand side of (3.9) and by showing next its convergence. Details can be found e.g. 
in [9]. 

Proof of (ii) From the first assumption we conclude that one can choose D1 and D2 as in the proof of 
(i) such that EIDixT is trivial. Therefore we may assume that§, as introduced in (3.4), is defined on 
the whole of T. In particular we have a globally defined collection of Fredholm operators {a(t)ltET}. 
Let {Viii EI} be a locally finite open covering of T such that on each Vi we have a qi satisfying (3.8). 
For each i and j in I such that Vi nvj is non-empty, we denote qiCJ.j- 1 by cf>ij· Note that each c/>ij(t) is 
an operator of the form "identity + finite-dimensional". Clearly the { det(c/>ij)} determine a holo
morphic line-bundle over T and since H1(T,19*)=0, it is trivial, i.e. on each Vi there is an analytic 
map Ti from Vi to c* such that Ti- I Tj = det( c/>ij). Choose some non-zero v in '.)<-0 and define for all i in 
I the automorphism ti of j(-0 by letting it act on v as multiplication by Ti and on <v> ..L as the iden
tity. If we put qi =tiqi> then we note directly that the qi have again the property (3.8). Moreover 
there holds 

Hence if we define for tEVi> T(t)=det(a(t)qi(t)- 1), then T is well-defined on T and the zero-set of T is 
0. This is a direct and more general way of introducing T than that given in [14]. 

Proof of (iii) The necessity being clear, we show here the sufficiency of the condition. The idea is to 
glue together the local trivializations obtained in (3.7)(iii). First we fix trivializing sections 
(e1>···•t;>) of El{oo}xT-0. Let {UjljEJ} be an open covering of T-~ such.that 
EID1 xUj and EI D2 x~j are trivial for all j in J. Now we choose trivializing sections (fV>, ... , . tg>) of 
EI D1 x uj such that fQ> I { 00} x uj = ~ I uj. If we denote the corresponding transfermatrix by s<i>' then 
this last property also holds for 

since S~(t)(oo)=id for ~ t in U. Thus we obtain a se~ of trivializing sections (hy>, ... ,h~)) of 
EIP1(C)xUj satisfying h~> I { oo }xUj =~I Uj. Since the h~> are holomorphic on P 1(C)xUj, they are 
trivial extensions of the ~I Uj and therefore compose to sections (h1, ••• , lip) trivializing 
EIP1(C)xT-0. This completes the proof of the proposition. 

3.11. Remarks (i) The set 0 clearly forms an obstruction for (E, "V) being a candidate for a solution 
of the Riemann Hilbert problem corresponding to the representation of w1 (X - Y) determined by 
(EIX-Y, \7). 
(ii) From [9], p.336, we know that the inverse of an operator of the form id+ A, with A an finite-
dimensional operator in End('.)<-0) is given by the formula 

(id+A)- 1 =(det(id+A))- 1R(A), 
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where R(A) is a finite linear combination of monomial mappings of various degrees from the space of 
finite-dimensional endomorphisms of~ into itself. This implies that ti-.T(t)a(t)- 1 is a holomorphic 
map defined on the whole of V. Hence by using (3.7)(ii) one sees that S+(t) and S_(t) depend mero
morphically on t. 
(iii) Let U, {fi}, {gj} and {~} be as in (3.7)(i) and (iii). If T is a contractible Stein wace like in 
example (2. 7), then one may take for U the whole deformation space T. Let 0 1 resp. n;- be the con
nection forms of \1 with respect to (f1, ••• , fp) resp. (g1, ••• , gp), then ~ is holomorphic on 
DixU-YnDixU and is meromorphic over DixU. The connection form il of \1 with respect to the 
{hi} is related to the ili by 

-il = S_il1(S_)- 1 + dS_(S_)- 1 on D 1 xU, 

il = S+il2(S+)- 1 + dS+(S+)- 1 on D2 xU. 

By combining these equations with remark (3.1 l)(ii), one sees that il is meromorphic over IP1(C)xU. 

3.12. We come now to the meromorphic continuation for the coefficients Bu introduced in remark 
(2.llXii). Thus we assume that (E,\7) is an integrable deformation as constructed in theorem (2.10) 
and that it has a logarithmic pole along T00 • Further we assume that T is such that EID1 xT and 
EID2 x T are trivial. According to remark (2.11 )(iii), \1 induces then an integrable connection \1 ( oo) 
of El{ oo }xT and since T is simply connected, there exist a basis {ei. ... , tlp} of horizontal sections 
of \7(00), which trivialize El{oo}xT. Take U,{fi}, {~}and the{~} as in (3.ll)(ii) and choos~the 
{ fi} moreover such that fi I { oo} x U = <; I U for all i. Then the hi are trivial extensions of the <; I U. If 
U CT-0, then one shows as in remark (2.llXii) that the connection form of \1 w.r.t. the~ has on 
IP1(C)xU the form 

{ { 
y(t) } } il = ~ ~ I d(x-31) 

l<;i<;m 1;;;.1 (x-31(t)) 

and in particular if to EU then C1i =Bn for all i and I. Hence the Bn extend holomorphically to T-0. 
Finally the fact that they are meromorphic over T is a consequence of remark (3.llXiii). This result 
generalizes the main theorem in the third section of [14]. Therefore we formulate it as a 

3.13. Theorem Under the assumptions stated above, the solutions Bn of the integrability equations extend 
holomorphically to T-0 and meromorphically to T. 

3.14. Remark Finally we give a connection with some of the T-functions, introduced in [12]. Let 
(E, \7) be an integrable deformation with deformation space as in example (2. 7) and assume that \1 
has a logarithmic pole along Y. Consider the differential form 

From the integrability conditions for the ~1 one derives that w1 is exact. In [Mi] they introduced 'TJ 

by the formula dlogT1 =w1• Now one shows as in [14] that dlogT-w1 is a holomorphic differential 
form on T. Hence, since '11'1(T)= 1, there is a holomorphic tf> on T such that 

_ d( Texp(</>)) 
W1- . 

Texp(tf>) 
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4. The Grassmannian interpretation 

4.1. We start from a situation as described in the proof of (3.2)(ii), that is we consider a global map 
t~~(t), a covering {Vi Ii EI} of T, holomorphic maps qi from Vi to the automorphisms of ~. satisfy
ing property (3.8) and det(qi(t)<J.j(t)- 1)= 1 for all tin Vi nvj and all i and j in I, and a T-function 
defined by T(t) = det( a(t)qi (t)-1 ). These data have an immediate interpretation in the___oontext of the 
dual of the determinant bundle over the GrassllUJ.llll manifold of X. Therefore we recall shortly these 
ingredients and we start with that of the Grassmann manifold of X. The description given here is in 
the spirit of [16). 

Let H be a Hilbert space with the orthonormal base {vi> iEZ}. For each nEZ, H-n denotes 
the closure of the span of the {vi> i;;;;a.n}. Further we denote the orthogonal projection Hi-+Ho by p0 
and we write iw for the canonical embedding of a subspace W into H. In the case of X one chooses a 
base such that~ equals the closure of the span of the {vi> i;;;;a.O}. To Hand the given numbered base 
one associates 

4.2. Definition The Grossmann manifold of H, Gr, consists of the closed subspaces W of H such that 
Po0 iw is a Fredholm operator of index zero. 

Recall that the Grassman manifold, consisting of all n-dimensional subspaces of en+m, is iso
morphic to the quotient of the space of complex nx(n+m)-matrices of rank n under the natural left 
action of Gln(e) or to say it in other words it is the space of all embeddings of en into en+m divided 
by the group of automorphisms of en. An analogue of this description exists also for Gr. For each 
W EGr, consider 

S(W)= {s I sEZ, there is a win W of the form w=vs + ~akvk} 
k<s 

Since the kernel of p0°iw is finite-dimensional, S(W) has a lower bound and we can write 
S(W)={So, Si, ••• } with Si+1>Sj for all i;;;;.O. The fact that the image of po0 iw has finite codimension in 
Ho implies that there exists a m>O such that the projection of W onto H-m is surjective. Hence all 
n;;;;.m belong to S(W). It will be clear that the projection of W onto the closed span of the v5 , 

sES(W), is an isomorphism. From the fact that the index of p0°iw is zero, we conclude that for all 
n;;;;a.m, Sn =n. Let wi> i;;;;.O, be the inverse image under the isomorphism just described of the element 
vs,, i;;;;.O, then we define an embedding w:Ho~H by 

Clearly W is the image of wand if we use the notations W+ for p0°w and w_ for (id-p0) 0 w then we 
see that w + is of the form "identity + a finite-dimensional operator". It is convenient to see the ele
ments of Gr as images of a wider class of embeddings. If we consider namely a continuous embedding 
w of Ho into H such that w + is of the form "identity + trace-class", then the image of w belongs 
also to Gr. The collection of all embeddings of this form we denote by '5'. Thus the assignment 'IT: w 
~ the image of w, maps <5' onto Gr. If '11'(w1)='1T{w2), then w1 and w2 differ necessarily by an auto
morphism of Ho of the form "identity + trace-class". Denoting this group by '5; we get an 
identification of <5' /~with Gr. Note that for each t in ~we can speak of the determinant of t, det(t). 
This is the analogue of the description of the finite-dimensional Grassmann manifold, which we 
announced above. 

Next we will put a topology on Gr and to do so we start with one on <5' : a basis of neighbour
hoods of w in <5' consists of 
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{p I pE!l', I IP+ -w+ 111 « and I IP- -w-11 «, •>0}, 

where 11 - 11 1 is the trace-class norm and I I - I I the operator norm. ~becomes a topological group 
if we take as neighbourhood base of the identity { t It E~ 11t-id11 1 <£ }, £>0. It is-n-Ot difficult to 
see that the natural right action of ~on ~ is continuous. On Gr we put then the quotient topology. 

Apart from the description given above of Gr, we can also see it as an orbit of a certain group of 
automorphisms of H under its natural action. To be more precise, let Gl1 (H) be the group of bounded 
automorphisms of H which have with respect to the decomposition H =Ho E9 Ho ..1. the form 

{ [
a b ] I a and d are Fredholm operators with } 
c d index(a)=~dex(d)=O, c is bounded 

and b is a nuclear operator. 

Gl1 (H) acts on Gr by its natural action on H and it is not difficult to see that this action is transitive. 
Further Gl1 (H) is easily seen to act continuously on Gr if we take as a neighbourhood base of the 
identity in Gl1 (H) : 

{g I gEGl,(11), g= [: !] . I la-id I I<•, I ld-idl I<•, I lei I<'• I lbl 11 < •}. 

' 
Here I I - 11 1 denotes the "Schatten" -norm on the space of nuclear operators, see [9]. Nuclear 
endomorphisms of a separable Hilbert space are precisely the trace-class operators and then this norm 
coincides with the trace-class norm. 

On Gr we define the determinant bundle Det and its dual Det" as the orbit spaces corresponding 
respectively to the following actions of '3' on '3>xC : 

(w,i\) i-+ (wct,i\det(tr 1) 
(w,i\) i-+ (w0 t,i\det(t)) 

Here w belongs to '3>, t to ~and i\ lies in C. From the second action it will be clear that we can 
define a section a of Det * by 

a(w(w))=(w,det(w+)). 

Since it is not clear how to define an action of Gl1(H) on Det or Det" we pass to an extension G of 

Gl1(H). Frrst we note that for each g= [: : ] in Gl1(H) there exists an automorphism q of Ho such 

that aq- 1-id is finite-dimensional. For G we take now the collection of pairs (g,q) with gas above in 
Gl1(H) and q an automorphism of Ho such that aq- 1 -id is trace-class. This set forms w.r.t. the 
natural composition a group. Since for each tin '3' and for each q in Aut(Ho) det(t)=det(qtq-1), we 
can define an action of G on Det • by 

(g,q).(w,i\)=(gowcq-1,i\) 

G becomes a continuous transformation group of Det" if we equip it with the topology generated by 

{ [
a b l 11 la-idl I<£, I ld-idl I<£, 1lq-idl1 <£,} ( c d ,q )EG 

I laq-1-idl Ii<£, I lbl 11<£, I lcl 1<£ 
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Let T 1 be the normal subgroup of G given by { (id,q) E G, det( q) = 1}. Then one checks directly thl!_t 
T1 consists exactly of all elements in G, which leave all points of Det* fixed. We denote G /T1 by G 
and put the quotient-topology on it. · 

4.3. As we will show at the end of this paragraph all the §(t) belong to Gl1 (H). Consider the maps 
ti-+(§(t),qi(t)). The second property_required of the qi at the beginning of this paragraj>b. implies that 
they define a global lifting of § to G. As well the T-functions occurring in the KP-hierarchy as the T

functions considered here are examples of the following construction : let there be given a collection 
of elements g(z) in Gl1 (H), depending <2f a parameter z from some parameterspace Z, and let 
Zl-+(g(z),q(z)) be a lifting of this map to G. Then the failure of o-equivariance of this lifting at the 
point W of Gr is described by the function Tw from Z to C, 

Tw(z) = det( a(z)ow + oq(z)- l + b(z)ow _ oq(z)- l ). 

Assume that Z is such that one can speak: of analytic maps from Z to Gl1 (H) resp. G and that § and 
the lifting are analytic, then also all the Tw are analytic, see e.g. [9]. This is also the case for the KP
hierarchy, where the parameterspace is a certain group of holomorphic functions on the unit circle. 

4.4. We conclude this paragraph by showing that the §(t) belong to Gl1(H). Thanks to remark 
(3.7)(iv), it is sufficient to take a holomorphic map S from D2 to Glp(C), to consider, as in lemma 

(3.5), the automorplrism [ ~ : ] of '.J<; which it defines, and to show that b is nuclear. Put 

S(x)= ~~x1, then the fact that Sis analytic on D2 implies that for all k;;;;a.O 
i;;.O 

~ikl 1~11 <oo, 
i;;.o 

where I I~ 11 is the operator norm of ~ w.r.t. to its natural action on CP, which we equip with the 
standard innerproduct <-,->_. Denote the standard basis of CP by {~i. ... , ep}. For Xo we take 
the orthonormal basis : t;.e2'1rik<t>, l .;;;;;r.;;;;;p, k;;;;a.O, and for xJ- : ese-2w<1>, l .;;;;;s.;;;;;p, I;;;:. I. The matrix
coefficients of b w.r.t. these bases are the <~+1(t;),t;.>. For these coefficients we have the estimate 

00 00 

~ ~l<Sk+1(es),t;.>I <p2 ~11~+1ll <p2 ~rl1Srll <oo 
I .;;;r.;;;p k;;.O k;;.O r;;o I 
J.;;;s.;;;p 1;;.1 1;;.1 

and according to the characterization of nuclear operators given in [10] this shows that bis nuclear. 
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